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A new CEO of Rehab Group, 
Barry McGinn, has been recently 
appointed providing a possible 
opportunity for a new start. The 
Board has written to him recently 
requesting a meeting. We await 
developments!

I am delighted to welcome Charlie 
Smith as a member of our Board. 
Charlie has extensive experience 
in the disability sector and will 
undoubtedly make a valuable 
contribution to our organisation. An 
additional external director James 
Doorley was also ratified at the 
AGM. The Board members for the 
current year therefore are Macrina 
Clancy, Frank Mitchell, Robert 
Alcorn, Charlie Smith, Fintan Foy, 
Elaine Twomey, Miriam Kavanagh, 
James Doorley and myself.

Joyce Henderson retired from the 
Board at the AGM. I should like 
to thank Joyce for the service she 

provided to our 
o r g a n i s a t i o n 
over the years, 
and her wealth 
of experience 
was a great asset 
to us. However, 
I am pleased 

to report that she has agreed to 
continue to serve the Service, 
Quality & Safety Committee. 
Marie Hyland also retired from 
the Board at the AGM. Marie 

made an important contribution 
over the past two years and was 
renowned for her ability to ask the 
difficult question. Marie will retain 
her membership of the Finance & 
Audit and the Board Nominations 
committees. Her expertise is much 
appreciated.

Our office administrator, Paul 
Turner, has left us to return to 
Malta. We give Paul our best wishes 
on his return to his homeland. 
We are currently recruiting Paul’s 
replacement.

Great credit is due to our staff who, 
with their usual unstinting efforts 
continue to provide an excellent 
service to our members despite the 
Covid-19 restrictions.

For the moment our staff continue 
to generally work from home. Any 
calls that members make to the 
office number are redirected to a 
staff mobile phone so that we are 
available to provide a similar level 
of service and assistance to our 
members as previously. 

This year it wasn’t possible to hold our 
normal conference where old friends 
have an opportunity to meet and to 
engage with the Board members and 
office staff. However the AGM was 
held via Zoom with many people 
participating by telephone. Issues 
covered in the conference included 
the loss of approximately €9,000 for 
2019; the successful area meetings 
that were held in various locations 
and progress on implementation of 
our strategic plan. Feedback on the 
AGM was very positive and I would 
like to express my thanks to all those 
members who participated and 
particularly to the staff for organising 
it. 

The current strategic plan expired 
this summer. However, the Board 
has agreed to extend it to the end 
of 2021. More information on the 
extended plan is in this Magazine.

As you are aware all attempts to 
get Rehab/PFI to recognise their 
obligations to polio survivors and 
negotiate or discuss our common 
interests has been ignored.

Autumn is in the air and the days 
are getting slightly shorter, our 
work for our members goes on. 

Go neírí an tadh libh go léir.

From the Chair

Autumn is  aga in 
approaching with a 
noticeable change, not 
only in the weather but in 

circumstances compared to previous 
years. At this stage we have come 
to accept the restrictions imposed 
by Covid-19. In this context I wish 
to reinforce to our members the 
ongoing public health advice to 
wear masks when shopping and 
when using public transport. To 
assist you with this we are supplying 
you with two washable masks with 
this issue of the Survivor. While 
these are not medical grade masks 
they are suitable for everyday use.

There will be no meetings of our 
social support groups for the 
next few months – unless groups 
are prepared and willing to hold 
them via Zoom. If members need 
assistance in using Zoom you will 
find a brief guide in this magazine. 

We are also sending you the Annual 
Subscription form and we would 
very much appreciate if you could 
return your membership amount in 
the enclosed FREEPOST envelope. 
We are also including two Survivor 
Sweepstakes envelopes. If you can 
persuade friends or neighbours to 
enter, please do at this difficult time 
for fundraising.  Pat McGillion - Chairman
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Our 2020 Annual General 
Meeting took place under the 
most unusual of circumstances, 
the Covid-19 pandemic requiring 
us to hold it virtually on Zoom!

We had approximately 50 
attendees and it was lovely to 
see so many members coming on 
board for this online event. We 
appreciate the positive feedback 

and comments which we received 
afterwards.  

It is a shame that we could not 
see everyone in person this year, 
but thanks to the wonders of 
technology, we were at least still 
able to hold our AGM. 

Summaries of the financial 
presentations are featured in this 
edition of Survivor. 

AGM 2020 via ZOOM

Total Expenditure 2019 - €464,682

AGM Presentation

HSE 
80%

General 
Fundraising

12%

Other Grants
5%

Old Bequest
 Transfer 1%

Member's 
Contributions

1% Other Income
1%

Total Income 2019 - €455,517 PANTONE Hexachrome Cyan U

PANTONE 1375 U

PANTONE 259 U

PANTONE Hexachrome Cyan U

PANTONE 1375 U

PANTONE 259 U

If you wish to read a fuller version of the presentations, you can do so online 
at www.polio.ie/agm-2020-presentations. Or email DO@ppsg.ie and Emma 

will send you a copy of the presentations.
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The current strategic plan expired 
mid this year. The Board however 

has agreed to extend the current plan 
until the end of 2021 with the addition 
of a new Strategic Priority 5 with a 
series of objectives aimed at increasing 
income. 

Background

Polio Survivors Ireland has experienced 
a significant reduction of funding since 
2008 of an average of around €180,000. 
Of this reduction over 80% has been 
due to a reduction of regular funding 
from the State and other sources as 
outlined below:

HSE: - €80,000

Scheme to Support National 
Organisations (SSNO): - €35,000

Rehab/PFI (average): - €35,000

Fundraising (average): - €30,000

Funding

The reduction of HSE funding from 2009 
to 2014 is the biggest single loss of 
income. These cuts were implemented 
in response to the economic crisis 
of 2008. However the economy has 
recovered since 2013 and the HSE’s 
budget has increased by €3.65 billion. 
Yet none of this additional money was 
used to restore funding to organisations 
like ourselves. 

As you all know much time and energy 
has been expended on trying to get 
Rehab Group to reverse its decision to 
stop funding without success so far. 

We received funding under the 
SSNO programme for about 8 years. 
Unfortunately our last two applications 
were unsuccessful. Funding rounds 
come up every 3 years, the next one is 
due in mid- 2022. 

It may be that there are opportunities 
for other, new sources of State funding. 
However time and effort will be 
required in researching, identifying and 
applying for these. 

Fundraising

The other avenue for increased 
income is fundraising. In recent years 
fundraising has accounted for approx. 
€70,000 per annum, about 15% of our 
income. 

Much of Polio Survivors Ireland’s 
fundraising income is dependent on 
activities undertaken by members, 
their families and friends. As members 
age and are increasingly affected by 
PPS, fewer members are able to arrange 
such activities and income from this 
source is decreasing. Currently legacies 
and one off grants applied for by the 
Development Officer are holding up 
well. However there are a limited 
number of such grants and there is not 

much scope to further increase income 
from this source. Therefore research is 
needed on new potential sources of 
fundraising income and a long-term 
fundraising strategy to target these 
sources.

In summary, the new strategic priority 
and objectives until the end of 2021 
are:

Strategic Priority 5: To seek increased 
and, or new long-term funding and to 
develop an appropriate and realistic 
fundraising strategy

Objectives for next 18 months

5.1 Work in collaboration with other 
organisations and representative 
bodies to campaign for HSE funding 
to be gradually restored to 2008 levels

5.2 Identify alternative sources of 
appropriate statutory funding 

5.3 Identify potential sources of 
fundraised income for Polio Survivors 
Ireland

5.4 Draft a realistic and implementable 
fundraising strategy for 2021 onwards

STRATEGIC PLAN EXTENSION

LEGACIES

Copies of the extended Strategic Plan are available on request from the office 
or can be downloaded from our website at www.polio.ie.

Although we receive some financial 
support from the government, the 
demands on our resources are ever 
increasing, as you’ll see from our piece 
on our strategic plan extension.

Therefore, we would like to ask for 
your help in a different way which you 
may not have considered before and 
does not involve a donation.

Please think about leaving a gift to the 
charity in your Will. This could help us 
to continue to support the many polio 
survivors, who are struggling with the 
Late Effects of Polio and Post Polio 
Syndrome (PPS).

For some people a gift can be a 
tribute to a person they have lost, or 

to someone who benefited from the 
research and support provided by 
Polio Survivors Ireland.

We are extremely grateful for any gift 
you can give – it would be impossible 
to continue to help members without 
these legacies.

Some of the benefits will include vital 
information, welfare and support 
services, heating and respite care – 
all helping members to have a better 
quality of life.

After you have provided for your family 
and friends in your Will, perhaps you 
will consider leaving a gift which will 
help your fellow polio survivors.
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Our Polio Register campaign 
continues this year, despite 
constraints brought about by 
lockdown. In May we covered the 
North East area. Our numbers are 
now over 380 and we have been 
rolling out in the Midlands at time of 
printing, to be followed by the South 
West and North West later this year. 

There are still many polio survivors 
out there who are not members of 
our charity. We know that for those 
who are not experiencing issues with 
their polio, it is difficult to see the 
need to join a support organisation. 
Polio was something that happened 
to them when they were children and 
maybe they haven’t been left with a 
disability or health issue.

In essence, these are the people 
whom we still want to encourage to 
join the register. These are the polio 
survivors who may have problems 
down the line. It is important that we 
can help to inform them about their 
condition and ways that we can help 
if changes occur. 

Many of our polio registrants have 
become members already and are 
now benefiting from our services. 
Others are getting involved in our 
organisation, which remains For 
Polio Survivors By Polio Survivors. 

We welcome new members who have 
come to us via the Polio Register and 
we hope these figures continue to 
rise. 

Our leaflets are still in some GP 
surgeries but maybe you know a place 
that would take a poster – a local 
library, shop or community centre, 
anywhere around the country. 

We are advertising the Register in 
local media in the South West and 
North West and if you think you can 
help by highlighting it in your local 
area, contact Emma, DO@ppsg.ie or 
call the office, 01 889 8920.

We are a bit restricted on the publicity 
aspect due to covid, so we will just 
have to be creative in going forward! 
Thank you to all our members so far 
who have lent their support to our 
campaigns. 

Don’t forget, if you know a polio 
survivor who you think is not a 
member, encourage them to sign the 
Register. We can create strength in 
numbers and advocate for the future 
of ALL polio survivors, whether they 
need help now, or at any point in the 
future.  

By now most people have heard of Zoom, which can be used to catch up with 
friends, families and colleagues online. It’s a great resource to help people to 
connect using a tablet, a computer or smartphone, or even a landline phone. 
You can set up your own account and ‘invite’ people to meet. You can email 
or text invitations to join your ‘meeting’. Or you might be invited to a meeting 
yourself. So, what do you need to know if you are asked to take part in a 
zoom meeting or call? 

Zoom can be used by anyone for free. It can be used for meetings, support 
groups, counselling – even parties with friends or family!

Using a landline or Calls Only Mobile:
• if you are dialling in from an 
 ordinary phone, you will be given 
 a meeting ID and a password by the 
 person holding the meeting. 
• these numbers need to be entered 
 into the phone, write them down 
 and have them ready.
• note, your phone number may be 
 seen on the Zoom screen by other 
 participants, but not your name.

In both cases, you have to wait a few 
moments to be ‘let in’ by the host, so 
be patient. 

Using a smartphone/tablet/ 
laptop/computer:
• firstly, download the Zoom app. 
• make sure your device is plugged 
 in or well-charged.
• if you are on wi-fi or broadband 
 position yourself at a good signal 
 location in your home.
• older computers might not have 
 built in cameras or microphones, 
 so you may need to use a plug in 
 camera or a headset. 
• on a device that has a camera 
 click ‘join with video’ to be seen.

Polio Register Update How to ZoomPANTONE Hexachrome Cyan U

PANTONE 1375 U

PANTONE 259 U

For more, see: www.polio.ie/
national-polio-register/  

Are you making 
a will?

Contact Alan Raftery at 01 872 7120  
or email legal@holohanlaw.ie 

and Alan will explain everything you 
need to know to draft your will.

Please consider leaving a Legacy to  
Polio Survivors Ireland in your will.

Leaving a gift to the charity in your Will  
can help us greatly to continue  

providing support to polio survivors.

 You can alternatively request donations  
to the charity in lieu of flowers.



DO NOT: 

Wear the face covering 

below your nose.

DO NOT:

Leave your chin 

exposed.

DO NOT:

Wear it loosely with 

gaps on the sides.

DO NOT:

Wear it so it covers 

just the tip of your 

nose. 

DO NOT:

Push it under your chin 

to rest on your neck.

How to use 
Face Coverings

Coronavirus
COVID-19
Public Health
Advice

Medical masks should be reserved for health 
workers or patients in treatment. 

If you have been advised to wear a medical mask, 

always have the coloured side showing and the metal 

band at the top of your nose.

Check Your Fit

Safe Removal 
Use the ties or ear 
loops to take the face 
covering off.

Always dispose of single-use 
masks properly in a bin.

Don’t forget to clean 
your hands and keep 
social distance. 

Correct Covering

 FOLLOW THESE TIPS TO STAY SAFE:

Check that the face covering is 

made from a fabric that you are 

comfortable wearing.

Check that it is easy to fi t and completely 

covers your nose and mouth, all the way 

down under your chin. 

Tighten the loops or ties so it’s snug 

around your face, without gaps. 

If there are strings, tie them high 

on top of the head to get a good 

fi t. Do not touch or fi dget with 

the face covering when it is on.

ALWAYS CLEAN YOUR HANDS BEFORE AND AFTER WEARING A FACE COVERING

Do not touch the 
front when you 
take it 
off.

Disposing Of Single-Use Mask

ALWAYS 
wash your hands 
before and after 

handling your face 
covering.

ALWAYS 
change your face 

covering if it is 
dirty, wet or 
damaged.

Carry unused 
face coverings in 
a sealable clean 

waterproof bag, for 
example, a ziplock.

Carry a second 
similar type bag, 
to put used face 

coverings in.

2M

Stay safe. Protect each other.

CHILDREN 
UNDER 13 

should not wear 
face coverings.

ALWAYS wash 
cloth face coverings 

on the highest 
temperature for 

cloth.
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Do you have a smartphone? The 
COVID Tracker is a free app for 
your mobile phone. It is designed to 
help us protect each other and slow 
the spread of coronavirus (COVID-
19) in Ireland. 

Using the COVID Tracker app 
along with the existing public health 
measures will help us all stay safe 
when we meet up, socialise, work 
or travel. It uses Bluetooth to sense 
if you are near someone who later 
tests positive for Covid, so this 
helps reduce the spread without 
us knowing. The app has been 
designed to protect your privacy. 

Coronavirus Testing
You may need to be assessed for 
a coronavirus test in the following 
cases: 

1) If you experience one of these 
symptoms and there is no other 
obvious cause: • Fever • cough - 
this can be any kind of cough, not 
just dry • shortness of breath • loss 
or change to your sense of smell or 
taste

If this happens, self-isolate and 
phone your GP straightaway. 
Getting an early diagnosis means 
you can get the help you need and 
avoid spreading the virus, if you 
have it.

2) If you are a close contact of a 
confirmed case of coronavirus, 
you will be phoned by the contact 
tracing team. They will arrange a 
test for you. You will be tested even 
if you do not have symptoms.

GP Assessment. Phone your 
GP. Do not go to a GP surgery, 
pharmacy or hospital. The GP will 
assess you over the phone. Any GP 
or the GP out-of-hours service can 
arrange a test for you if you don’t 
have your own GP. The test and 
assessment will be free of charge. 

If your GP decides that you do not 
need to be tested, you will still be 
asked to stay home and self-isolate 
for 14 days. The people in your 
household will need to restrict their 
movements.

If your GP decides that you do not 
need to be tested, they will arrange 
a test for you. While you wait, you 
should behave as if you have the 
virus by self-isolating for 14 days. 
People in your household will need 
to restrict their movements.Treat 
your symptoms at home. Drink 
enough water to avoid dehydration 
- your pee should be light yellow 
or clear. Paracetamol or ibuprofen 
may help with symptoms such as 
pain or fever.

COVID-19 VIRUS 
INFORMATION UPDATES

Covid Tracker App

If your symptoms get worse while you are waiting for your test, phone your 
GP. If you have difficulty breathing or are feeling very unwell, call 112 or 999.

Those over 70 are advised to  
reduce social contact and shop 

in designated hours. 

As members will be aware, new 
restrictions are in place to deal 
with the recent surge in cases. 

Please continue to follow advice 
issued by the HSE and follow 

reputable news outlets for updates.



More about the G.L.A.D. Technique
G – basic gratitude for the shoes on your feet, or the water you drink. It could 
be about appreciating someone, at work or at home. How has gratitude made 
you feel today? Not what I should be grateful for, but what I am grateful for.

L – something new you learned from others, or about someone you’ve known. 
A new fact or learning from an experience. Being curious and interested, allows 
space for new things and cultivates a ‘beginner’s mind’. Today I learned …….

A – one small accomplishment, not something grand. It can be an ordinary 
act of self-care: 

w Getting out of bed (highly underrated)  w  Eating well

w Getting rest and pacing yourself

w Being on time for appointments

w Taking a mindful breath (highly underrated too)

D – consider any delight that made you smile, laugh, brought you joy or was 
pleasing to your senses. Beautiful flowers, a funny joke, something delicious, a 
pleasant sensation or a song that made you happy. Even just for a moment? 

Give it a go. You’ll be GLAD you did!

With Special Thanks and Acknowledgement to Mai Kerrins, SHEP, Cork

THE G.L.A.D. 
TECHNIQUE

“The little things? 
The little moments? 

They aren’t little.” 
Jon Kabat-Zinn 

At the start of the day: 
G – What do I want to show Gratitude for?
L – What do I want to Learn? 
A – What do I want to Accomplish? 
D – What can Delight me? 

Reference: Roberts, E. (2014, October 6). Negative Thoughts Consuming Your Mind? The G.L.A.D. 
Technique, Healthy Place. Retrieved June 25, 2020, from: https://www.healthyplace.com/blogs/
buildingselfesteem/2014/10 do-negative-thoughts-consume-your-mind-try-this-technique
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At any point of the day, especially during ‘challenging’ situations:
G – What can I be Grateful for here? In this moment? 
L – What can I Learn from this?
A – What can I Achieve here?
D – What can Delight me here? 

Every day brings new challenges and opportunities.

Many of us fall for the false belief that if the day starts badly, or if our confident 
mindset is unsettled, then the rest of the day (or week) will bring more difficulties 
- It’s one of those days/one of those weeks … 

Rather than challenging this negative mindset, we often let it consume our 
confidence, allowing negative experiences to stick in our minds, like Velcro, while 
positive experiences fall off us, like Teflon.

Sound familiar? 

The G.L.A.D. technique can help to break up negative, self-defeating thinking 
patterns, reflect in a more positive way and balance challenging experiences with 
delights. Adapted from The Mindfulness Toolbox by Donald Altman, G.L.A.D. can 
be used to tune into aspects of our lives that are already working well for us. In 
this way, we create a more balanced mindset.

With G.L.A.D., we are looking around with a different intention – acknowledging 
and being present with kind awareness, to our experience.

G.L.A.D. stands for: 

G – Gratitude    L – Learning    A – Achievement    D - Delight 

It can be used at any point of the day, to pause and reflect,  
on 4 simple questions.

At the end of the day: 
G – What I was Grateful for today? 
L – What did I Learn today? 
A – What did I Accomplish? 
D – What Delighted me? 
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Being Heumann
Our friends at Post-Polio Health 
International (PHI) featured the 
above book in their latest ezine. The 
lifelong battle of Judith Heumann 
to be accepted and included is 
detailed in this memoir released on 
25th February, Being Heumann: 
An Unrepentant Memoir of a 
Disability Activist.  

J u d i t h  H e u m a n n  i s  a n 
internationally recognised leader in 
the disability community. She was 
paralysed by polio at 18 months 
old and had to fight to receive an 
education, have a job and to be 
simply human.  

On graduating from Long Island 
University, Heumann was denied a 
teaching licence because the school 
board did not believe she could get 
herself or her students out of the 
building in the event of a fire. She 
took the case to court and won, 
beginning a lifetime of activism 
from Brooklyn to Washington to 
California.  

She co-founded the World 
Institute on Disability with Ed 
Roberts and Joan Leon and served 
in both Clinton and Obama’s 
administrations. She was the World 
Bank’s first Advisor on Disability 
and Development.  

As a young woman, Judith Heumann 

led the Section 504 Sit-In, the 
longest takeover of a governmental 
building in US history. With 
over 150 disabled activists and 
allies, she successfully pressured 
the Carter administration to 
implement protections for disabled 
people’s rights, sparking a national 
movement and leading to the 
creation of the Americans with 
Disabilities Act. 

The book seems like a must-read 
for anyone with an interest in 
disability history and activism. 
Described as candid, intimate, and 
irreverent, Heumann’s memoir 
about resistance to exclusion is 
said to invite readers to imagine 
and make real a world in which we 
all belong. 

PAST TIMES
Past Times – a new feature in Survivor 
where we will publish recollections, 
historical articles and personal stories

The Polio Epidemic 
by Eiléan Ní Chuilleanáin 

No hurry at all in house or garden,
The children were kept from the danger – 
The parents suddenly had more time 
To watch them, to keep them amused, 
To see they had plenty to read.
The city lay empty, infected.
There was no more ice-cream.
The baths were closed all summer.

One day my father allowed me beyond the gate
With a message to pass through a slit in a blank wall;
I promised I would just cycle for two hours,
Not stop or talk, and I roamed the long roads
Clear through city and suburbs, past new churches, 
Past ridges of houses where strange children
Were kept indoors too, I sliced through miles of air,
Free as a plague angel descending
On places the buses went: Commons Road, Friars’ Walk. 

Credit: ‘The Polio Epidemic’ by Eiléan Ní Chuilleanáin from Collected Poems (2020) 
reproduced by kind permission of the author and The Gallery Press. www.gallerypress.com

Annual Membership Subscription
Because of the Covid crisis, we are only asking members to return their 
annual membership subscription of €10 now. However, this money makes 
a considerable difference to us and unfortunately because of Covid, our 
fundraising income is well down this year. Every membership subscription 
makes a real difference to the organisation. We would ask all members, 
who are not lifetime members, and can afford it, to return their voluntary 
membership contribution for this year, which can be included in the Reply 
Envelope with this magazine. 
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Beware of Alternative Buying Options 
When choosing a wheelchair accessible vehicle or conversion, consult a Certified 
Mobility Dealer, with experience in engineering mobility solutions and the required 
documentation process. 
Online or private purchases can sometimes be risky as the car is not tailored to your 
personal needs, so hefty costs could be incurred post-purchase, or at worst, it may not 
be suitable. Caution is needed in checking every aspect, so make sure the vehicle is 
inspected by a mechanic and purchase a car history check, as rights are at a minimum 
when buying privately.  
1. Know your options:  A wide range of vehicles and conversions are available for 
wheelchair passengers and disabled drivers in lowered floor vehicles, wheelchair lifts 
and helpful driving aids, with dozens of variations available for each conversion. Take 
your time and make the right choice by seeking honest and experienced advice. 
2. Involve the people you travel with: It’s essential you bring the person you 
regularly travel with to the test drive. They must be comfortable helping you in and out, 
securing your wheelchair and driving the vehicle. A good mobility company should be 
able to offer a range of seating layout options with different seat types and widths.  
3. Always have wheelchair measurements when viewing and try the wheelchair 
in the car for size and comfort. Conversions can greatly vary with height and width, 
depending on who originally built it.    
4. Load and unload: Practise getting in and out of the vehicle. It should be easy and 
user-friendly if you’ve chosen the right conversion, e.g. lowered-floor conversion, 
wheelchair lift or swivel seat. This will also help identify any additional needed features, 
such as a winch for moving the wheelchair passenger up the ramp and into position, 
assisted by an electric motor pulling the wheelchair and operated by a remote control. 

5. Think of the future: Consider whether your needs 
might change in the near future, e.g. if you’ll need a 
bigger wheelchair over the next five years that may 
impact the amount of space or size. Is the vehicle 
suitable?
6. Luggage space: Consider the items you need 
to take on your journeys, whether it’s suitcases, 
medical equipment or groceries, it must go 
somewhere. Consider how often you might carry 
them. This will impact your decision re. size of vehicle 
or type of conversion that suits your needs.  
7. Size of vehicle: 
• Small cars - usually 3 passengers max, plus wheelchair user and converted with 
 lowered floor, e.g. Citroen Berlingo or Volkswagen Caddy size. 
• Medium cars - usually up to 5 passengers, plus wheelchair user. Could be fitted with 
 lowered floor or wheelchair lift, e.g. Peugeot Expert size.
• Large cars - can carry up to 8 passengers or multiple wheelchairs but restricted with 
 barrier or underground car parks. Usually fitted with a wheelchair lift, e.g. Renault 
 Master size. 
8. Cost: Consider your budget without putting yourself under financial strain. A 
good mobility company will have numerous options. Ask what financial supports 
are available. Don’t get talked into repayments you’re unable to support. Consider 
maintenance, which could be a future expense.      
9. Warranty and Peace of Mind: Always insist on getting a comprehensive warranty 
to cover future unexpected repair costs. Any reputable company will have the vehicle 
in excellent condition and supplied with a new NCT test. Ask what the warranty covers 
and for what term.
10. Vat & VRT Remission/Primary Medical Cert: This can be a minefield of 
information especially on your first time in the scheme. Contact a mobility adviser 
in the early stages to save time and unnecessary stress. They can also assist with the 
applications, Revenue online account setup etc., until the process is completed.  

DM MOBILITY’S 
TOP 10 TIPS 

It’s Donal Murtagh Mobility’s goal, to address any questions or concerns you may 
have. They offer a Free Nationwide No Obligation Home Demonstration Service 
with honest and experienced advice on the best possible vehicle and conversion to 
match your personal circumstances and situation. They’ll take care of the paperwork 
and online process, from start to finish. See Ad  Page 1 for further details.

Purchasing a  
Wheelchair Accessible Car

When it comes to buying a wheelchair accessible car, many people are new to 
the process and can find it overwhelming. 
But don’t worry, DM Mobility’s advisors are trained in all aspects of mobility and disability, 
and will treat you with the upmost respect and understanding, knowing this can be a 
challenging prospect. No two people’s needs are the same, so numerous solutions are 
available, including a bespoke conversion design.
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TRAVEL TALES
PART 1 OF 2

FROM DUN LAOGHAIRE TO  
THE CLIFFS OF MOHER

One of our US-based members visited 
Ireland last summer and kindly wrote 
a travel log of his experiences; with 
staycations all the rage at the moment, 
this might be very helpful to those planning 
trips around the country this year.  

An American Polio Survivor’s 
Travel Log in Ireland:  

By John and Sue Britt 

Greetings Irish Polio Survivors! 

This is to share with you some recent 
experiences from my Irish travels, from 
the perspective of an American tourist, 
and a polio survivor too. Polio struck me 
at the age of two in a small town in North 
Carolina. I use crutches and a KAFO brace 
with a built-up shoe when I walk, and a 
battery powered scooter when I have to 
walk far (over 75 feet) and longer. I have 
learned to make many adjustments for 
my travels. I love travelling, international 
travel especially! I always start by emailing 
the airlines to let them know I have to 
travel with a power scooter. 

We arrived in June 2019 from Holyhead 
to the Dublin ferry port (Dun Laoghaire) 
and drove through the city with the help 
of GPS. I had previously bought a used 
automatic car (1997 Vauxhall Corsa) 
while in London. I don’t like to travel with 
tour groups on buses. I prefer my own 

schedule, since I need more sleep, rest 
and just more personal time to get my 
days started. 

We had several places to stay, booked 
ahead at Airbnb homes all around Ireland. 
Most of these places were fine and some 
were awesome, but a few were not good 
for polio survivors (stairs to climb). Our first 
Airbnb was very disappointing. We had 
quite a laugh when our GPS instructed 
us to turn at ‘Cowpasture Road’! The 
town had few accommodations and the 
house looked very dismal. Our room was 
upstairs, ensuite, but with no working 
shower and no toiletries. Climbing stairs 
is OK one time a day, so we made do. 
The house was unclean, the garden 
overgrown with weeds and the room 
needed cleaning. 

We toured a wonderful castle nearby, 
driving to Castletown, a busy little place 
with few parking spaces available close to 
the castle, but much history! We toured 
the lovely castle, with a disabled entrance 
and mostly-working elevators. I was able 
to join the small tour group and rode my 
scooter all the way through the elegant 
castle. 

My charge was FREE! We enjoyed a hot 
lunch in the tearoom and spent the rest 
of the day exploring the nearby path 
that followed the river and the beautiful 
hiking meadows. 

From Castletown, we next drove through 
the Ring of Kerry. We planned to enjoy 
a picnic lunch at the waterfalls, but there 
were no picnic tables, so lunch was eaten 
in the car while enjoying a view of the 
beautiful lake. I tried to walk up the path 
to see the waterfall, because a scooter 
could never go up the steep slippery path 
through the tree roots and rocks. It took a 
few days to recover from that adventure - 
back aches and leg cramps. The rest of the 
trip around the Ring of Kerry was spent in 
the car. 

Our Airbnb for this part of our travels was 
much more accommodating. I would 
have dearly loved a bathtub for soaking 
my back and legs but instead we had a 
shower. I had to request a plastic stool to 
sit on in the shower - no standing up in 
a wet soapy shower when only one leg 
functions. Most shower stalls are too small 
to use a plastic stool, but I was lucky with 
this one. 

No trip to Ireland is ever complete without 
a visit to Doolin and the Cliffs of Moher. 
We arrived a little too late to enjoy the 
tourist attractions inside, but the sunset 
was incredible! Because there were few 
people around at that time of day, we 
had the whole place almost to ourselves! 
Our Airbnb was lovely, immaculate, 
comfortable and on the ground floor! We 
loved it! It was also located on an L-Road, 
accessible only by car! Good thing we had 
one! I just couldn’t indulge in too much 
Guinness, driving was treacherous to us! 

 

To be contuined



We are aware that many services such as occupational therapy, physiotherapy, 
chiropody and orthotic assessments ceased or were operating at a significantly 
reduced level during the first few months of the pandemic. As services are starting 
to resume we are not expecting that they will resume at a pre-Covid 19 level.

Due to a number of factors we expect there to be additional delays in waiting times 
for certain services. However please do not hesitate in alerting your healthcare 
providers about any needs that you may have. Urgent cases will be given priority.

If you are having any difficulties accessing services, please let us know and we will 
do our best to assist where we can. Call 01 889 8920.

BEAUMONT HOSPITAL
Beaumont Hospital is taking provisional early steps to re-open out-patients to 
patients who need to attend.  In accordance with national guidelines they continue 
to work on providing services in a different way, such as virtual clinics or phoning 
patients where possible.

All patients will continue to be contacted by the Hospital about their appointments 
or planned admission. Do not attend for your Hospital appointment unless you are 
contacted to do so. 

Services Update
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FUNDRAISING NEWS
Survivor Sweepstakes
Spring Winner 2020  
Our spring member’s draw, Survivor Sweepstakes, was a huge 
success, with so many members supporting us by purchasing or 
selling tickets to family and/or friends. We really do appreciate it, 
especially in these challenging times.
Due to such an overwhelming response, we delayed the running 
of the draw until after the AGM. The four winning numbers, as 
witnessed by Alan Raftery, Holohan Lane Solicitors, were 4, 6, 19 
and 24. There were no match 4 winners.

As always, when there are no match 4 winners, we run a 
second draw for all entrants, for a voucher. Given the current 
circumstances, a shopping voucher worth €250 was the prize 
rather than a hotel voucher. The winner is Aileen Culliton. 

Congrats Aileen! 

Our three lucky dip winners of €50 each are Anne Casey, 
Gabriella Morgan Lynch and Teresa Doyle.  

Well done! 
The two latter draws were witnessed by Garda Sean Twyford,  

of Santry Garda Station.
Congrats to all winners and once again thank you so much to 
all who entered. We enclose our autumn draw entries and are 
grateful to anyone who can support this by entering or selling 

tickets. The above results can all be checked at:
Match 4 - https://www.randomresult.com/ticket.

php?t=1807721C5N7T
Voucher - https://www.randomresult.com/ticket.

php?t=1823753F4Q55
Lucky Dips - https://www.randomresult.com/ticket.

php?t=1823762WDBWP

Our next draw is with this issue.

Do you have an URGENT NEED?

Contact Ciara in the office at  
01 889 89 20

Or by email asic@ppsg.ie Confidentiality Assured

Contact Kerrie in the office at  
01 889 89 20 

Or by email fsw@ppsg.ie 

Talk to us.  
We are here to help

ADVICE

INFORMATION

SUPPORT

ADVOCACY

A LISTENING EAR

PANTONE Hexachrome Cyan U

PANTONE 1375 U

PANTONE 259 U
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NOTICE BOARD

Have you shopped around lately for 
house or motor insurance?

To find out more, contact the Credit Union Safe Insurance on 01 802 2354. 

Many of us are finding that increases 
in social welfare are being eaten up 
by increases in living. Polio survivors 
feel the cold weather most, so gas 
and electricity are of huge concern. 
It can be tempting therefore, to 
fall for the many fantastic deals 
out there at the moment. Many 
banks and supermarket groups are 
offering so called sweeteners, for 
example, 2 months free insurance, 
free shopping vouchers or 33% off – 
which sounds like great value. 

However, the great value may not 
be a saving at all – it’s important to 

ensure you read the fine print or ask 
someone else to read it for you and 
make sure it’s as good as it seems. 

All in all, it pays to shop around. 
I’ve found that one of the most 
competitive insurance companies 
at the moment is the CU Safe 
Insurance, which is the Credit Union 
Insurance, specialists in all kind of 
insurance products. They have very 
competitive rates and the good 
news is that I saved some money on 
insurance with them, about €100+ 
on my house insurance. They gave 
me a great rate with no gimmicks. 

Insurance 
Savings
By Brendan Moore

R.I.P. Polio Survivors Ireland was saddened to hear of the passing  
of these members recently: 

Avril Bain, Michael Duffy, Mary Fagan, Thomas Fitzpatrick,  
Margaret O’Donnell, Povl Thim

We acknowledge the contribution these members have made to the work of  
Polio Survivors Ireland – our thoughts are with their family and friends.

NOTICE BOARD

– Does it Match the Hype? 
Centre Parcs Ireland resort is set 
in Longford Forest in the heart of 
Ireland. It is designed around a lake, 
surrounded by a Village Square. 
There are many amenities available, 
such as gift and leisure shops, a 
supermarket, ten restaurants, bars, 
cafes and the main attraction, an 
indoor water park – the biggest in 
Ireland. 

The footpaths around the complex 
are mostly flat with Centre Parcs 
going out of its way to facilitate 
persons with disabilities. With 12 
specially adapted lodges, dedicated 
parking, pool heists and mobility 
scooters, there is an earnest effort 
to make things accessible.

Centre Parcs is a mix of an artificial 
resort within natural surroundings 
with a range of activities to suit all. 
From December to January, there is 
a Winter Wonderland, and while it

does not cater for day visitors, 
a short 3 to 4 night stay can be 
booked.  

While it’s a wee bit expensive to 
stay at Centre Parcs, during off-
peak you might avail of a better 
deal. You’ll be supporting the local 
economy as around 1,000 staff are 
employed by Centre Parcs Ireland 
and Longford Forest. 

So with covid ensuring that most 
people will stay home this year, 
Centre Parcs may be a staycation 
offering worth looking into. Does 
it match the hype? We’ll no doubt 
find out as people visit and spread 
the word. If you get there, let us 
know and we will post your review 
here.  

Please note, while it is not 
signposted, Google Maps or ‘Sat 
Nav’ will get you there.

By Brendan Moore
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YOUR FEEDBACK- Your opinion counts! Polio Survivors Ireland is your charity, your 
support organisation, your service and we are always eager to hear your ideas on 
how we can improve our services and supports and our organisation! You don’t 
have to wait until a conference or meeting to feedback information, opinion, or tell 
us about your experiences that might help us to help you. Feel free to contact Fran 
Brennan at ceo@ppsg.ie or on 01 889 89 20. 
If you have any suggestions or contributions to make to the Survivor Magazine, 
please contact Emma on DO@ppsg.ie or call the office. It is your magazine and we 
want to hear from you.

There is a road
always

beckoning.

When you see
the two sides

of it
closing together

at that far horizon
and deep in

your own
heart

at exactly
the same

time,
that’s how
you know
it’s where

you
have
to go.

That’s how
you know

it’s the road

you
have

to follow.

That’s
how you know.
It’s just beyond

yourself,
and
it’s

where you
need to be.
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Poetry Corner

From: JUST BEYOND YOURSELF THE BELL  
AND THE BLACKBIRD  
Poetry by David Whyte

APRIL 2018 © David Whyte and Many Rivers Press

There is a Road always beckoning



WILLS
Please remember Polio Survivors Ireland in your Will, or request  

donations to Polio Survivors Ireland in lieu of flowers.
Be assured all bequests and donations will be put to good use.

Thank You
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To create awareness and to provide information regarding the late effects 
of polio among polio survivors, statutory agencies and the wider medical 

profession, and to ensure that the needs of polio survivors relating to their 
condition are met to enable them to live with dignity.

DISCLAIMER: While every care is taken to ensure accuracy, neither the 
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